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PRIMED, a digital magazine written 
by educators, for educators. 

Happy new (teaching) year! 

Ah, September. Equal parts excitement and dread. We’re looking forward to 
getting to know our new classes whilst doubting our ability to teach, manage 
behaviour, remember names... Whether you’re new to the profession or an old 
hand, we all suffer these beginning of term jitters. It’s perfectly normal and 
quite comforting to know that we’re not alone in this. 

Remember, you will never reach the end of the list. You will have good days, 
okay days, days that make you cry, days that make you laugh, stressful days 
and bloody brilliant days. The photocopier will break on a Monday morning 
and the gluesticks will dry out. Our job isn’t easy and at times we need to 
remember that it’s just a job (try telling yourself that when you’re awake at 
3am rejigging your seating plan). But it’s a job that truly matters. 

Look after yourself this year and connect with others, in the staffroom or 
virtually. You’ve got this. And if it all goes wrong, put a wet paper towel on it 
and have a drink of water.

Sam Daunt
Editor
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PUNC-SIDE OUT
PERSONIFYING PUNCTUATION

When Disney Pixar released Inside Out, the 
educational possibilities seemed obvious: 
the typical Disney heartfelt narrative and 
clear meanings about growing up… I hadn’t, 
initially, foreseen that my eventual use of it in 
the classroom would be to liven up SPaG.

Teaching Year 6, I’ve been working hard to 
keep grammar lessons engaging, creative 
and meaningful. As a school, we use an 
approach called ‘Rainbow Grammar’ by 
Jason Wade (see http://jweducation.co.uk/) 
and I cannot recommend it highly enough. 
It’s given our children an understanding of 
grammar in a meaningful way. Punctuation, 
in particular, has seemingly become more 
important with the Year 6 exemplification 
materials for writing and I was keen for 
my pupils to understand the purpose of the 
punctuation, not simply chuck it in for the 
benefit of a tick sheet. And it was, whilst 
looking at the Twinkl display resources, that 
the opportunity to link Inside Out came to 
mind.

Much like the characters Sadness and 
Anger had quite clear personalities, I 
wondered how my pupils would interpret 
punctuation if it too had a personality. 
Question marks might be nosy/curious/
uncertain whilst colons might forever be 
trying to barge in, break things up etc.

We began by recapping on the full range of 
punctuation and what ‘job’ it by and large 
did. From here, we re-watched a couple of 
the Inside Out trailers, focussing on each 
emotion. After watching a couple of these, I 
simply posed to my class the question, ‘So if an 
exclamation mark was a person, what do you 
think it would be like?’. The suggestions were 
terrific - we talked about what job it might do 
(singer/entertainer), what its bad habits may 
be (annoying, apparently) and what its fears 
could be (losing its voice!). Every idea was 
based on the role of the exclamation mark in 
our writing.

From here, pupils worked to gather ideas for 
the full range of punctuation. Each piece was 
brought to life with personality traits, hobbies, 
likes and dislikes, fears and talents - everything 
that makes a great character and all taken 
from the purpose of the punctuation. Instead 
of downloading and printing the Twinkl 
display resources, pupils produced Movie 
trailer posters using the PicCollage app with 
their central character (piece of punctuation) 
celebrated - the taglines for the movie 
reflecting the ‘job’ their piece of punctuation 
did.
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Once this had been done, pupils began 
to come up with scenarios where their 
punctuation characters would live and ‘work’. 
It turns out, a ‘page’ in a book was the prime 
location. Pupils, using the Pixar story writing 
rules (See http://io9.gizmodo.com/5916970/
the-22-rules-of-storytelling-according-to-
pixar) , came up with all sorts of imaginative 
ideas - commas that get lost on the page, 
the indecisive question mark, the hyphen 
that sticks random words together. We 
collaborated, shared ideas, talked about what 
would happen and what wouldn’t happen. 
My personal favourite - and one of the best 
pieces of writing I have ever read from a 
pupil - was a romantic story set in Rainbow 
Grammar Land, in which two pieces of 
punctuation eventually fell in love.

Interspersing our knowledge of building 
content and grammatical structure, using the 
Alan Peat sentence types (with a newfound 
appreciation for the punctuation within), 
pupils set about writing some terrific tales. 
And so, in the build up to Year 6 SATs, GPS 
test and subsequent writing moderation, 
we were able to consolidate all of our 
knowledge of punctuation in a very detailed, 
slightly abstract, but innovative, imaginative, 
meaningful way. Sadly, the GPS test didn’t 
ask what parenthesis are afraid of (being 
separated, for reference) but we were ready 
for it.

Adam Newman
@3edmigos
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TECH ZERO TO CODING HERO  
TAKING THE FEAR OUT OF COMPUTING

If there is one part of the new National 
Curriculum that strikes fear into the hearts of 
primary school teachers, it’s the programming 
section of computing. Ok, maybe some of 
the spelling, punctuation and grammar comes 
pretty close, but at least it’s in English. Coding 
can seem pretty inaccessible to anyone who 
isn’t confident with technology and, with a 
large proportion of pupils likely scoring quite 
highly on tech-literacy, teaching a group who 
might know more than you is a pretty daunting 
task. I would highly recommend harnessing the 
skills of confident pupils in your school with a 
Digital Leaders programme (http://tinyurl.com/
hx929yd). The general idea is to take 10-12 
pupils from across KS2 and give them time to 
explore, but also the responsibility to help with 
all aspects of computing in school. This includes 
setting up EdTech tools, pupil blogs and so on, 
as well as helping class teachers to operate 
with the confidence that at least someone 
knows what they’re doing!

So, coding. The first thing to say about coding 
is that it is far more about discovery and 
the ability to think through a problem than 
specific knowledge in itself. This is the mythical 
‘computational thinking’ and that just means 
being able to work one step at a time (top 
tip: techies like pointlessly large words and 
phrases).  A key piece of understanding for 
Key Stage 1 pupils is that all computers do is 
follow instructions in the form of algorithms. 
There are some fantastic tools to demonstrate 
this including tech like Bee-Bots and some 
‘unplugged’ tech-less games like Stompy 
Zombie Robots (http://tinyurl.com/z6x5aln) or 
The Jam Sandwich Robot (http://tinyurl.com/
zpt7hd6). 
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Once you grasp the idea that computers are 
just basically stupid and need the most trivial 
details of instructions made explicit (I’m sure I 
should be making a snarky comment about 
someone here…), codifying these instructions in, 
er, code is the next step. One very important 
thing for less confident teachers is that there 
is no necessity to do actual written code as 
block-based approaches like Scratch, and 
Snap! can do everything you need. Code is 
nothing to be frightened of though - it’s just 
fiddly more than anything.

So, where to start? A great app available 
for iPad called Tickle (http://tinyurl.com/
zhg8fav) does a really nice job of taking 
the ease of block-based programming and 
allowing physical devices to be connected and 
controlled. The great thing about this is that it 
makes the whole process concrete, much like 
the CPA approach to maths. There is a fair 
variety of available robotics, but my favourite 
is BB-8 from Sphero (http://www.sphero.com/
starwars). You could use the augmented reality 
function to set a challenge – “Year 5, you’re my 
only hope!” – and program BB-8 to navigate a 
maze in order to save the galaxy.

Possibly the most conceptually tricky part of the 
computing curriculum is the use of variables. 
A variable is essentially the same as an ‘x’ in 
algebra and just represents a placeholder 
for a value. The two ideas really go hand 
in hand – why not use Scratch to solve an 
algebra problem? (e.g. https://scratch.mit.edu/
projects/766560/).

While you don’t need to do actual coding 
with written syntax, I think there is real value in 
pupils learning that it’s not as scary as it might 
seem. A really great (and fun) introduction to 
written syntax is a quirky web game called 
Erase All Kittens (https://eraseallkittens.com).  In 
this game, you must save all the kitten gifs on 
the interwebs by exploring a platform-style 
game. You will get stuck and need to edit 
the source code (in a safe, non-destructible 
fashion) in order to progress past certain points. 
This does a brilliant job of allowing HTML code 
to be manipulated without the scope for errors 
that free coding would allow. Erase All Kittens 
are due to start a Kickstarter campaign in 
September so show them support if you like 
their game!

The last step in this I think is actual, actual 
code. Probably the best known device for 
this is the Raspberry Pi (I really love the Kano 
version – http://kano.me), although the BBC 
micro:bit has a lot of promise (if it ever arrives). 
It is perfectly possible to just install Python 
onto school computers, but there is something 
about dedicated devices that makes it all feel 
a bit more like a voyage of discovery. Yes, it 
does take some time to learn to code well 
but, as coding is so discovery-oriented, as 
long as the challenges are sound (see http://
www.pythoncode.co.uk/), there is no shame in 
a teacher learning alongside pupils. Actually, 
I think this can be really beneficial to pupils in 
some cases, so maybe sometimes just pretend 
you don’t know what you’re doing even if you 
do…

Happy coding!

Martin Saunders
@martingsaunders
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getting to know you
USING ART TO BUILD RELATIONSHIPS

It’s that time of year again when teachers 
like myself across the land are preparing to 
climb out of holiday mode (some more willing 
than others) and venture forth into school to 
get ready for the bright young minds that will 
come through our doors in September.

It is in these first few weeks when you will 
begin to learn what makes them tick, what 
motivates them and gets them all fired up, 
raring to go. It is also a time where you will 
set out your stall, if you like, by establishing 
your expectations, your routines and your 
boundaries all in the name of creating a 
happy, productive learning environment.

This is where art comes in. Art is a great way 
of working with children and finding out about 
them. It gives them opportunities to work 
collaboratively or independently, to problem 
solve, to evaluate and analyse. It also gives 
them opportunity to dig deeply and express 
themselves safely whilst allowing you to gain 
a greater understanding of each individual 
child.  An added bonus is that it also offers 
endless opportunities to establish routines 
for tidying up – seeing who does and who 
doesn’t, behaviour – cooperating with others 
whilst sharing space, materials etc. and trying 
out new class monitors.  ‘Yes but how?’ I hear 
you ask…

BUNTING

Each child in the class can make a flag (size 
variable and this actually could be extended 
to them making a series of flags which have 
different themes). The children can collage the 
flags using words and images and that are 
linked to them and their personal experiences. 
These images could be found during an ICT 
session, and text might be typed during this 
time too. They might even want to collage 
photocopies - examples of work they are 
proud of, or objects they have brought in 
from home. The children might add information 
about their families, draw pictures, patterns, 
symbols, add colour washes or layer tissue 
paper onto the flags. They could even use a 
photocopy of a photograph, scribble graphite 
on the back of it and then draw the details 
of the photograph on to their flag to make a 
mono-print. 
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TIMELINES

LIFE MAPS

I have done this with a group of Year 5 
children fairly recently. We looked at journeys 
we have been on and thought about our 
life as a journey to create maps or timelines. 
When you think of these more as maps rather 
than timelines you open up a greater range 
of possibilities. These might be done on a 
spiral, like a tube map with different branches 
for different events and the stations marking 
feelings or people that were there. These 
could also be done like a mind map. The 
key with this is for the children to explore the 
different types of line or mark. They can create 
different lines and symbols to represent the 
events and the emotions they felt. For example 
a dotted line might represent a nervous time 
or a zigzag might be a time where they felt 
frustrated. Colour can be added to these also.

THE COLOUR OF 

EMOTION

Transition can be a difficult time for many 
children (and teachers), for many reasons. 
Our children have many things that go on in 
their lives external to what happens within 
the safety of the classroom. It is important 
therefore that children understand their 
emotions and are able to talk about them. 
This is a simple activity that I have found very 
successful. Create a list of emotions as a group 
and ask the children if happy was a colour 
would it be? Not everyone will have the same 
answer – good! This is what you want. 

On paper or in sketchbooks if you have 
them (children could always make transition 
sketchbooks – see later) the children are to 
use the primary colours along with black 
and white to mix colours to match different 
emotions. The range in this is amazing. It 
is lovely to see personal responses; also, 
everyone is right! 

SELFIES

In the age of the selfie the children could take 
selfies showing different facial expressions 
which match parts of their personality. I have 
done this in a transition session with my new 
class. They might pull funny faces, smile or look 
sad. These can range from between 4 pictures 
to as many as 20. These look great when 
they are all printed together on one page 
like a photographer’s contact sheet, either 
in colour or black and white. They are also 
great fun to do! You could print some of these 
individually for the children to work on, adding 
explanations or symbols to the images. The 
children could even write in the background 
about things that make them happy, excited, 
nervous, angry.

10



MAKE IT LARGE

This is a collaborative session and is a great 
opportunity for the children to get to know 
each other, work together and for you to 
see who clicks and - more importantly - who 
doesn’t! This needs large paper, very large 
paper. This can be large brown kraft paper 
(found in YPO) or smaller sheets of paper that 
have been joined together with masking tape. 
The children are to lie down on the paper and 
a friend is to draw around them. Working in 
groups of 3 works well for this as they have 
to aim to get three figures on the paper. 
The children then fill in their own figure with 
things about them: collage, text, photos, paint, 
graphite, tissue paper, black marks etc. The 
figure must be filled totally though for this to be 
most effective.

TRANSITION 

SKETCHBOOKS 

These would be really simple to make by 
using pieces of different paper (brown paper, 
sugar paper, envelopes, cartridge paper, 
photocopies) that can be joined together with 
string and a stick to create a spine. They would 
even be joined with a treasury tag which 
would mean they could be passed up to their 
teacher as they move through the school and 
get added to as they move up. These could 
also be made using large paper and folding 
it to create different sections for the children 
to work into. In these books the children can 
explore their feelings using mark making 
and colour, create collages of their likes and 
dislikes, create family or friendship trees, map 
out journeys they have been on (see above) 
or even create a self portrait. 

So there are a few ideas of how to use art to 
get to know your class. Go on… have a go!

Sophie Merrill
@MissSMerrill
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open all hours
MAKING TIME FOR THE KIDS

I have a number of shopping apps on my phone – I 
barely use them. Within a couple of taps in an 
app I can order books, DVDs, clothes – literally 
anything - and it doesn’t even involve me moving 
off the sofa. We tend to buy things online because 
it’s much cheaper than in the shops, but also it 
reduces the amount of time needed to shop. 
We love anything that saves time, don’t we? 
We even have apps that save us from walking 
to the takeaway for a pizza, therefore reducing 
the amount of time we need to dedicate to put 
food on the table… or on our laps in a box. Don’t 
get me wrong, I often do things that I wish I could 
rush and get out of the way… if you’re a teacher 
reading this you’ll know the sorts of tasks I mean. 
If we’re using these sorts of apps, are we lazy? 
Do we genuinely not have the time to pick up 
a pizza? Do we order products via our phone 
because we want to save time? Who knows! 
Cutting to the chase, we like to save time and 
we don’t like to waste it. 

The next couple of weeks are going to be quite 
busy for me. As well as teaching full time, I’m 
in the middle of rehearsing for a production of 
‘Hairspray’, which takes place in October. With 
staff meetings, twilight CPD sessions, after school 
clubs and a tight rehearsal schedule to stick to, 
September and October are going to be… active. 
(Notice I didn’t use the word stressful – I try not 
to use that word – positive thinking). Although I’m 
going to be busy, both during the school day 
and at night, I think it’s really important that we 
let our pupils know that we’re not busy enough 
to ignore them on the way into the classroom, 
that we have got time for them and that we can 

make time for each and every one of them. 
What I’m saying is, instead of finishing off that 
trip letter that you should have written last 
night, leave it for later and show your pupils 
that you’re ready for them – you’ve got time.

As teachers, we are very busy people and 
it’s sometimes only during the holidays that 
we reflect on the things that we have done, 
and the things that we should have done. I’ve 
been teaching for almost five years now and 
every summer term I ask myself – what more 
could I have done with my last class? I’m sure 
this is a question that goes through all of our 
minds at the end of term. My answer is nearly 
always, ‘I could have given (insert name here) 
more time’. Our timetables are full, we can’t 
just make more time, but we can give time - 
more often.

There are children in our schools that need 
our time: they need to be listened to and 
need to be heard. We have to remember that, 
depending on the situations at home, we as 
teachers are sometimes the most stable and 
reliable people that children have in their lives. 
If we don’t have time for them, who does?
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I often find that outside in the playground or 
sitting in the hall at lunch are the best times to 
hear what children have to say. It’s at these 
times and in these places that you can talk 
on ‘neutral grounds’. Some teachers might 
say that they don’t want to give up their 
lunchtime to sit and eat with pupils; I see it as 
an investment of time. Actually, I love sitting in 
the hall at lunch, listening to what pupils have 
to say about their day, the latest iPad app or 
who they’ve been playing with at lunch - it’s a 
brilliant way to get to know your class and the 
ones you might be getting next year. Simple 
conversations like this show pupils that you’re 
interested in them.

When I started Year 10 I found out that we 
were to get a new form tutor. He was a history 
teacher, a subject that I didn’t study at GCSE 
so I knew that he wouldn’t be teaching me. 
However, he did teach me a very important 
set of skills that I would later use in a teaching 
career which, at that point in Year 10, was 
a very long way away. He taught me the 
importance of engaging in conversation to 
show that you’re a teacher who really does 
care. Even as a form tutor, he walked around 
the desks each morning asking questions 
like, how’s your week going? Have you any 
problems this morning? How did that mock 
exam go? The positive approach that he 
had to his form class, the questions he asked 
and the time that he spent talking to us really 
helped. It was almost as if he had ‘PLEASE 
TALK TO ME’ written on his forehead. For a 
group of teenagers, this was just what we 
needed - it’s what everyone needs. We 
need to be open to conversations with our 
pupils; they need to know that we have 
the time to talk to them and listen to them. 

I sometimes fear that my pupils think I’m too 
busy because I use my time wisely: it’s almost 
as if every minute in the classroom is planned. 
First thing in a morning I’m busy photocopying, 
making resources, writing letters, etc. Perhaps 
I sometimes look too busy. There have been 
times where I’ve still been sorting out resources 
or loading the online register when the 
children have been coming into my classroom 
– what sort of impression does this give? 
I stopped that and made sure that when 
children are entering the room, I’m looking 
at them, making conversation, looking at the 
things they’ve made at home – I’ve given them 
the time of day and they love it!

In September my mission is to make sure that 
I’m ‘Open All Hours’, ready to listen, ready to 
be talked at and ready to give more time.  

Mark Stilwell
@primarymark
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VALUES-BASED CPD
DEVELOPING TEACHING & LEARNING

When I started as a new Headteacher, I wanted to make sure that my values and principles 
were more than something that lived in a presentation document from my interview day. I 
wanted them to be visible in the ethos of the school and evident in my day to day practices. 
After my first 6 months at the helm, I organised a strategy day with my senior leaders and asked 
them a simple question: “Has a lesson observation ever improved your ability as teacher?” The 
resounding feedback was that it hadn’t. High stakes observations had contributed to anxiety, 
resulted in overplanning for one particular lesson and a put a large focus on evidencing what 
needed to be worked on from the previous term’s target (whether it was appropriate in that 
particular lesson or not). One of my values is trust and another is integrity – neither of those 
matched the system we had, so as a team we worked on developing a better system.

Our curriculum is built on our learning behaviours - Perseverance, Teamwork, Curiosity, Creativity, 
Reflection and Independence. It made sense that our CPD was based on them too.  We started 
by devising a list of certainties that we would expected to see in a series of lessons to promote 
these behaviours:
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Once this had been agreed, the teachers 
self-assessed where their strengths and areas 
for development were and shared this with 
colleagues at a phase meeting. Each teacher 
assigned a 1, 2 or 3 next the statements: 
1 = developing – I need help with this; 2 = 
secure – I am confident in my ability to do 
this, and 3 = mastered – I am confident in my 
ability and could help develop others with this 
skill. The expectation is that within a period 
of 3/4 weeks, the teachers would work on 
developing one key aspect of their practice, 
using any agreed mechanism. For example, 
some teachers asked to plan with a member 
of SLT, lots observed other class teachers 
teach (especially if we could match a strength 
with an area to develop) and a few modified 
the structure of their teaching.  

After the 3 weeks, a review was conducted 
at phase meetings to judge the impact of the 
improvement activities and the self-assessment 
process began again. We moved from a 
cycle of termly observations where members 
of SLT gave three targets based on what 
they expected to see, to a self-improving 
model where teachers had ownership of their 
development based on everyday teaching. 
We are now well on the way to a professional 
culture of continual improvement – another of 
my values – driven by the staff’s own desire to 
develop their practice.

When we looked to review the process as a 
whole staff, it was very clear quite early on 
that in order for teachers to be much more 
specific about their improvement areas, the 
statements within our ‘Highwood Certainties’ 
needed to be broader, allowing us to really 
focus in on key areas. To solve this issue, 
we devised a series of Quality Assurance 
documents for each of our 12 certainties. They 

have common threads across them all as the 
headings are Planning, Feedback and AfL, 
Classroom Management, Use of adults and 
Learning Environment.



Now, each half term, the teachers have a 
designated section of each phase meeting 
to update their self-assessments and agree 
with colleagues any support that is required 
in order for the improvement in practice 
to continue. I keep a central log of all the 
updates and analyse the data at school, 
phase and individual level so that the SDP has 
a school priority, phase action plans have a 
phase priority and performance management 
documents have individual priorities based 
on the information gathered. This also links 
explicitly with our appraisal process, so that 
less emphasis is put on data and more on the 
development of individuals as practitioners. 

There has been a slight increase in 
paperwork, but the teaching staff have all 
been very positive about its implementation. 
The information generated is also based on 
normal practice rather than a 30 minute 
snapshot once a term, which has led to a 
greater accuracy of self-evaluation.  

We still have learning walks which check in on 
whether we can see the impact of the CPD 
- this is done with phase leaders so they can 
evaluate the impact of their input and decide 
on future actions/approaches for their teams.

For me as a Headteacher, we have set up 
a system of either booking me as a TA for 
an afternoon to spend informal time in the 
classroom or a general invite where the 
teachers choose an specific element they 
have been working on, for me to provide 
feedback.  It is a collaborative approach 
which provides a vehicle for our Learning 
Behaviours to be as prominent with our adults 
as they are with our children, and it gets me 
in the classrooms without a clipboard. My 
teachers feel confident in sharing their areas 
of development because they know they 
process is built on Trust, Respect and Continual 
Improvement. All of these result in another of 
our school values – Happiness. 

Matt Hickey
Headteacher
Highwood Primary School
@headhighwood
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Increasingly I speak to people who believe 
their role is as a governor when it’s not. 
The complexity of the definition of who is a 
governor is confusing to everyone.

Every person who volunteers their time to 
support schools wants the best education 
for children. No one wants to divert time 
from focussing on education to governance 
procedural matters but things have to be legal.

In 2010, the types of school were quite limited 
and mostly well understood. Community, 
academy, voluntary controlled and voluntary 
aided governors had largely similar roles. 
With the proliferation of UTCs, studio schools, 
different multi-academy trust types and free 
schools, the structure, legality and types of 
governance have mushroomed.

Diversity and local autonomy have been 
the watchwords for the last few years and 
this has allowed some schools to flourish. 
Others, however, have found adapting to the 
challenge much more perplexing. This doesn’t 
help the children in those schools. When 
a school chooses to join an existing multi-
academy trust (MAT), all executive authority 
transfers to the MAT board. The governing 
body at the school ceases to exist and the 
school holds no residual authority to leave the 
MAT.

The volunteers who were governors are often 
given a local role by the MAT board. Being 
called a Local Governing Body (LGB) doesn’t

help as the volunteers are not governors in 
the legal sense. Who can legally act and who 
is legally responsible are important aspects 
of governance and accountability. This isn’t 
me being pedantic - law matters and, with 
the current Education Bill, it will become more 
important.

Interestingly, because local volunteers aren’t 
governors, they can be paid for the role. I 
wonder how many know this and are being 
paid? The MAT board should have a very 
clear schedule of delegation to the school 
committee, council, senate, synod, congress, 
cabinet; please, no more LGB, it’s confusing. 
The schedule should be the clear founding 
document explaining what the MAT board 
wants the local group to do on their behalf, 
when they want reports and what data 
they expect. In essence, it’s a service level 
agreement, very similar to the terms of 
reference to a governing body committee 
which the MAT board can change as they 
see fit. The schedule should help the local 
group to demonstrate to Ofsted and any 
other accountable body how they meet their 
requirements, don’t meddle and focus on 
children. Without a schedule, it’s akin to doing 
a job with no job description. The local group 
will become squeezed between the MAT 
board and Ofsted, pleasing neither and 
possibly failing the school. The temptation to 
accept responsibility because we care is great 
but when legally it’s not ours, the correctly 
accountable group must step up.
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Similarly, the recruitment process for MAT 
boards concerns me. A middle-sized MAT 
can easily crest £20 million annual budget. Yet 
the recruitment process for board members is 
solely at the discretion of the board. There is 
no requirement to include stakeholders, skills 
audit to see what they need or potentially 
more than asking someone they know to join. 
The national public appointments process 
is both transparent, skills driven and clear. 
Perhaps it’s time for MAT boards to be 
brought into the national process?

The taxpayer funding from the DfE through a 
MAT to schools can be significant. Yet the MAT 
headquarters structure is unaccountable to 
OFSTED. Irrespective of philosophy, taxpayers’ 
money should be accountable in the same way 
in every school. It’s not about academies: it’s 
about children and value for money to provide 
their education.

These issues may seem arcane but the 
temptations associated with public money and 
duck houses has proved oversight is critical. I 
know it’s old fashioned to keep referring back 
to Nolan but the simple seven principles still 
apply.

If the DfE intends to encourage more schools 
into being academies, the DfE budget scrutiny 
and MAT board recruitment issues have to be 
resolved.

When you know what you are expected to do, 
doing it is much easier. Knowing the rules of 
the game means you are likelier to succeed.

Martin Matthews
@mm684
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But how can you start this from September? 
It’s very important to be really flexible in the 
first couple of days, and indeed over the year, 
as issues become apparent. Hopefully you met 
your new class during transition, whether that 
was for an hour, a day or a couple of weeks. 
Fingers crossed you made a few observations 
about the potential characters in your class. 
That’s your starting point: separate your 
characters. Even if you start September with 
nothing more than a vague seating plan that 
has your characters sat on different tables, 
facing opposite directions, then that is as 
good a start as any. As you get to know more 
about your class, keep trialling new formats 
until you find the perfect mix. It might be that 
there isn’t a ‘perfect’ mix, just a mix that means 
that learning can happen and you don’t have 
daily behaviour incidents. 

However, I don’t stop with just a seating plan. I 
also have carpet spaces and a line order. 

Last year, I had a particularly tricky class 
with a number of volatile members. My 
seating plan was working well with regular 
adaptations, but I found that using the carpet
area for teaching and walking to assembly
were hotbeds for misbehaviour. Without fail, 
there would be the group of boys who would

HIDDEN BEHAVIOUR MANAGEMENT
KEEPING CONTROL OF THE CLASS

‘They just won’t stop winding each other up!’
 ‘He’s kicking me under the table, Miss!’
‘I turn to write on the board and they’re 

talking again!’
‘She’s pulling funny faces at me!’

‘I’m squashed!’

I’m sure many primary teachers have heard 
these complaints from their students and 
colleagues – if you’re new to teaching then it 
probably won’t be long until you do. However, 
it doesn’t have to be this way; in fact, I’ve not 
heard the student complaints for a couple of 
years (I’m still working on the staff complaints!). 
The reason why? What I like to call ‘hidden 
behaviour management’.

Quite a lot of people seem to think that 
behaviour management starts and ends 
along with the lesson timings. But if you think 
carefully, a lot of your behaviour management 
can happen before you, or the students, even 
enter the room.

I’m sure that most teachers are fully aware of 
the benefits of having a seating plan in both 
primary and secondary. I’m often reading 
about ‘behaviour tips’ which always have 
‘use a seating plan’ as one of the top points. 
The benefits are obvious: the chatterbox twins 
can’t sit next to each other, the dynamite 
kegs aren’t close enough to light each other’s 
fuse and you may have the added benefit 
of partnering children who can support one 
another. A win-win surely?
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So I have continued with the system into this 
year. My class are much, much easier than 
last year’s, yet they still have surprised me with 
their ability to find new ways of making eye 
contact across the room! However, the focus 
on learning has been fantastic because of that 
expectation from the start of the year.

Admittedly there are teachers who will not 
like these systems. I’ve had comments that it is 
‘too babyish’ and equally ‘too strict’. That may 
be their opinion, but I would rather have a 
class where maximum lesson time is spent on 
learning than one where learning time is spent 
on a debate about where they can sit on 
the carpet or who was talking to who. I have 
done seating plans with all year groups from 
KS1 to upper KS2.

I wouldn’t ever go back to letting the 
children choose their spaces but if you’re still 
undecided then I’ll leave you with this. A very 
experienced colleague of mine continually 
kept complaining about two boys in her class 
who could not get along. Every day there 
was some form of a complaint and it would 
escalate until either one or both was sent 
out of the room. I kept suggesting that they 
change seats but it would fall on deaf ear. 
Around spring term I could take no more: ‘If 
you know they don’t get along, why are you 
forcing them to sit and face each other all 
day every day? They need separating.’ I was 
fully expecting that advice to fall on deaf ears 
too but, lo and behold, the next day there 
they were sat at completely opposite ends of 
the room. Have those boys been sent out of 
the room again? I’ll leave you to think of the 
answer.

Natalie Bethell
@nialiax

egg each other on to inappropriate heights, 
the group of girls who would rather practice 
their hairdressing skills and the group who 
would find a distraction in anything. Constant 
cries of ‘but they’re touching me/looking at me 
funny’ would pepper my input. My constant 
nagging was depressing me, never mind the 
children, so something had to be done. I tried 
just teaching with the children sat at their 
tables, but the temptation for fiddling was just 
too great and not all of the children could see 
the board. The class also had a significant 
number of children with SEND who needed 
that close contact during teaching.

So I devised a seating plan for the carpet and 
a line order for assembly. There may be some 
of you reading this thinking ‘well obviously!’ 
but it really changed their behaviour. There 
was no more, ‘Move away from them,’ and 
the corresponding, ‘But it wasn’t even me 
though!’ in the first two minutes of teaching 
because that option had been taken away. 
At first there were some grumbles, but once 
they realised they were learning more and 
their behaviour was being praised positively, 
there were no complaints. A lot of the children 
enjoyed having their own ‘space’, knowing that 
they wouldn’t be squashed by someone trying 
to slide into a small gap. It also reduced social 
issues as children were not concerned about 
trying to sit next to their best friend every 
lesson.

Walking to assembly was much easier too (the 
most troublesome right under my nose as we 
walked - I walk backwards too, which makes a 
huge difference) with a boy/girl order. The 
children became used to making their own 
choices too, and they understood why they
would be asked to move away from their 
friends without making a fuss. 
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whole-class guided reading
MRS P ANSWERS YOUR FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Recently, my school has moved away from 
carousel ‘guided reading’ lessons and we 
have been teaching reading skills in whole-
class lessons. It has been an interesting 
process and we are still adapting and 
tweaking to improve; it is by no means 
a perfect solution. I’ve blogged about 
it throughout the way and have shared 
resources but people often have questions 
about certain elements. Here, I will try and 
answer some of the most common questions.  
Some answers will link to previous blog posts.

what is whole-class 
guided reading?

Very simply, it is when reading skills are taught 
in lessons similar to maths, science, art and 
music, with the teacher teaching the whole 
class and ensuring all children are challenged 
through differentiation of language, 
instructions, activities etc. as appropriate. 

why move to 

whole-class reading?
Rhoda covered this in her post called Our 
Solution To The Problems With Guided 
Reading. The two biggest reasons people 
consider moving is because it takes up much 
less teacher planning and preparation time 
and children produce a lot more work than in 
carousel lessons. 

how do 

whole-class reading 
sessions work?

The simple answer is that it works the same 
as any other lesson: There is one learning 
objective for the whole class based around 
the same text. The activities are adapted 
for different abilities so that all children 
can access the learning objective and be 
challenged. Sometimes texts are part of a 
class book we’re reading and other times 
they are a poem or non fiction article. You 
can read more about it in this blog post, see 
a sample plan and download a blank version 
and all the resources for the lessons.
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what is ric?
RIC is a character which I made to help 
children remember the most important 
reading skills: retrieval, interpretation and 
commenting on authors’ choices. He is a 
Screen Bean and is used in the logos I made 
to brand the main reading objectives of the 
new curriculum. You can download all the RIC 
resources here.

what are the main 

reading objectives 

for the new 

curriculum?
For KS2, I have adapted to the old APP AFs 
for the new curriculum. They are: retrieve, 
interpret, (author’s) choice, viewpoint, perform, 
review. You can read more about how they 
came about in this post.

where do you 

get the learning 

objectives from?
We take them directly from the new National 
Curriculum, using the RIC assessment sheets 
to help us. You can see more about the 
assessment sheets and download them here.

what is a ric 

starter?
It is a short activity used at the beginning 
of reading lessons to help children use the 
important reading skills (retrieve, interpret, 
choice) to answer questions about some form 
of media; it could be a short paragraph, 
a poem, a song, a film clip or trailer, a 
photograph or cartoon or one of the short 
films from The Literacy Shed. The idea is that 
all children can answer the retrieve and 
interpret questions and that children add to 
their answer as they hear others’ responses. 
The ‘Choice’ question can be about the 
author’s choice or a creative choice made 
by a director, photographer, lyricist or artist. 
There are a lot of examples of RIC starters to 
view and download here and a whole blog 
post about creating RIC starters here. 

how often and 

how long?
Mostly, we have one-hour lessons twice 
a week. Sometimes we have had three 
sessions in a week and occasionally we have 
long RIC sessions (half an hour rather than 
the normal ten minutes) if there’s a really 
good one from which we can get a lot of 
high-quality discussion.
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are the lessons 

extra to your 

english/writing lessons 
or are they a 

part of those?
This really requires a whole other blog post 
about how our English lessons are organised. 
Our reading lessons are in addition to any 
writing or SPAG/grammar lessons. 

what about the 

really poor readers?
You need to ensure every child is challenged 
at their level. That means, for children who 
struggle to read, you may need to adapt 
the activity so they can still meet the lesson 
objective. It could mean using a smaller 
extract or changing some of the words. They 
might have a matching activity or filling in 
the gaps to simple retrieval sentences rather 
than writing a paragraph in response (as 
your highest ability might). Their activities 
tend to focus more on word reading and 
understanding rather than the interpretation 
of texts. Think about what you would do in 
maths for those who struggle and transfer 
that to reading; it’s not that dissimilar. To help 
you, there’s an example of a lesson with some 
very poor readers here. Also, it’s important 
to mention that these children still get phonics 
input each week or day (as appropriate to 
them) on top of the reading lessons in class.

how are the higher 

ability stretched? 
We have found that whole-class lessons 
demand more complex written responses to 
texts from children. We have seen analytical 
paragraphs from 8-year-olds, including quotes 
and explanations of texts, that we ourselves 
wouldn’t have written until we were at 
secondary school. 

how do you assess 

reading in  

whole-class lessons?
I feel there are three types of assessment 
which we do in relation to reading lessons. 
Firstly, during the lesson we circulate and give 
advice, address misconceptions and ensure 
children are suitably challenged. As with 
other lessons, we look at books and mark 
according to children’s success and next steps. 
Finally, we get our reading assessment data 
using the RIC assessment sheets which you can 
download and read about in this post here.
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how do you 

choose texts?
There are three main ways in which we 
choose texts. Either we focus on word level, 
our current theme or the children’s interests. 
Books like Charlotte’s Web and Matilda 
have been chosen because they contain 
many words from the year 3/4 word list and 
language of a similar complexity as well as 
being just above the general reading ability. 
We have chosen texts about Ancient Egypt 
or Rome when studying those civilisations and 
likewise have used river poems or mountain-
based news articles during geography 
themes. We have also been known to plan 
single lessons on subjects like ballet, horses, 
Lionel Messi and dragons at the request of 
children - they love learning reading skills 
through their favourite things! With all texts, we 
use the curriculum word list as a basis for the 
difficulty we look for.

how do you 

resource books/texts?

We have used a variety of texts in Year Four 
over the last two years of whole-class reading. 
We’ve done single lessons or a short series 
of lessons based on poems, song lyrics, 
newspaper articles, online articles and blog 
posts, none of which require any money. Also, 
being a school, we have made use of the 5% 
of books that we are allowed to copy so have 
copied sections of books for each child - most 
of the time is this a paragraph or double 
page. Each year, we have bought a half class

set of books to focus on for a few weeks. We 
have 16+ copies of Charlotte’s Web, Matilda 
and Romans on the Rampage. These we have 
bought with travelling book fair money or 
through the English (reading) budget. When 
we are focusing on one book for a period 
of time, we let the children know in advance 
what it will be and some of them choose to 
bring their own copy in or to get it out their 
local library; this increases the amount of 
copies we have in school. 

who reads the text?
Sometimes it is the children independently, 
or in pairs. At times children read paragraphs 
aloud or read a sentence at a time and 
occasionally the adults read the text aloud 
or play an audio version of the text.  It all 
depends on what the objective is and what is 
most appropriate for what we want children 
to achieve.

what do ks1 do?
I will try and get a KS1 year leader to write a 
bit about what they do when we start back in 
September but I’ll do my best. Currently, our 
KS1 children have daily phonics lessons; we 
use RWI and children are streamed. Year One 
have added in a few whole-class phonics 
sessions to ensure all children get exposure to 
all the relevant content for the (stupid) phonics 
screening. KS1 children also do some RIC 
activities as a class every week.
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how do  

whole-class lessons 
fit into your 

timetable?
We have two hour-long reading lessons each 
week and we fit in two independent reading 
sessions. During these, teachers and TAs listen 
to children read and we can pick up on any 
misconceptions and help children choose new 
books. Below is a sample weekly timetable 
so you can see how this fits in around other 
subjects. English-based activities are in pink. 
Maths-based are in blue. For Theme lessons, 
I’ve indicated which subject is being covered.

can i come and 

see a lesson?
The simple answer to this is yes you can. I’m 
near Brighton, if you can make it to me then 
I’m happy for you to come and watch a lesson, 
nosey in some books and have a chat. Many 
people already have. Contact me on Twitter 
or email me if that’s something you’d be 
interested in. 

Find out more about whole-class guided 
reading here.

Jo Payne
@mrspteach
www.mrspteach.com
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how using twitter can

Do you use Twitter? Increasingly teachers 
are turning to social media for CPD 
opportunities and it is an amazing platform 
to connect with colleagues from around 
the world. Here is my quick guide on using 
Twitter to support your wellbeing.

who to follow

To get the best out of Twitter, you need 
to be following the right people. These 
tweeters consistently tweet on school staff 
wellbeing and promoting it on and off 
Twitter.

@Ed_Tmprince 
Tammie Prince is a National Leader of 
Education and Principal in the North of 
England. She has also taught in the USA. 
Read her blog – Education’s Voice - for 
regular ideas on using mindfulness in the 
classroom, drawing on her research.

@EdSupport UK
Formed from The Teacher Support Network, 
Recourse and Worklife Support, the 
Education Support partnership is a charity 
dedicated to supporting organisations 
and their staff. They frequently tweet news 
stories related to wellbeing and workload 
and launched the #Not QuittingTeaching 
hashtag.

@jameshilton300 
James Hilton is the author of an astonishingly 
candid book ‘Leading from the Edge’ in 
which he shares his experiences of stress as 
a Headteacher and how that stress can be 
overcome.

@KathrynLovewell
Kathryn Lovewell is a teacher trainer 
specialising in Emotional Resilience and is the 
founder of The Teacher Sanctuary, a wellbeing 
community for teachers. She shares videos, tips 
and other resources with her followers. 

@MartynReah 
Martyn Reah is a key tweeter in the 
#teacher5aday movement, as well as 
being the organiser of #pedagoohampshire. 
He makes a point of filling his timeline with 
positivity by retweeting #teacher5aday 
tweets and photos. 

@PosTeacherNet 
Clare Martin is the founder of Positive Teacher 
Network which provides wellbeing support for 
teachers. As well as following her on Twitter, 
you can sign up for free support emails at her 
website.

support your wellbeing
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@SueRoffey 
Dr Sue Roffey has recently returned to 
the UK from Australia, bringing with her a 
wealth of experience and knowledge about 
staff wellbeing. 

@TeacherToolkit  
Ross Morrison McGill tweets on a 
wide range of subjects, so is always 
worth a follow and his wellbeing posts 
are always interesting. Don’t miss his 
#5MinWellBeingPlan 

@thosethatcan
Dr Emma Kell is writing a book on wellbeing 
and retention. Her wellbeing tweets often 
focus on the experiences of teachers who 
are parents. 

You can find all these people and more on 
my school staff wellbeing Twitter list. 

twitter chats

As well as following people, Twitter chats are 
also great places to exchange ideas and link 
up with new people (or just to lurk and see 
what others are saying). The format for most 
educational Twitter chats is roughly the same. 
A set of questions are posted in advance 
(sometimes they are submitted, sometimes 
voted upon) and, at the appointed time, the 
moderator for that evening’s chat will post the 
questions along with the hashtag for the chat.  
Users reply with the hashtag so that other 
people can easily find the tweets relating 
to the chat. Here are three of the best for 
wellbeing, although they cover other subjects 
too.

Hashtag #PrimaryRocks
Time Mondays 8-9pm GMT
Twitter account @PrimaryRocks1

Created by @gazneedle & @redgierob, this 
hashtag is dedicated to teaching and learning 
in primary schools. Primaryrocks.com

Hashtag #ukedchat
Time Thursdays 8-9pm GMT
Twitter account @ukedchat

This Twitter chat is part of the wider UKEd 
family. It covers a wide range of topics and 
wellbeing often features in one guise or 
another. ukedchat.com

Hashtag #SLTchat
Time Sundays 8-9pm GMT
Twitter account @SLTchat

Not just for SLT, despite the title, this is always 
a lively Twitter chat and of course wellbeing 
comes up very often! nurph.com/SLTchat
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hashtags

There are a few great hashtags in use to help 
you find the best wellbeing tweets.

The ATL union are running the #Make1Change  
challenge to encourage teachers to share 
ideas about ways to cut unnecessary 
workload. 

#Not QuittingTeaching is run by 
@EdSupport UK and encourages teachers to 
tweet their reasons for staying in teaching. 

Try #teacher5aday for regular doses 
of inspiration. Users tweet their wellbeing 
experiences under 5 banners - #connect 
#exercise #notice #learn #volunteer – see 
Martyn Reah’s blog for a full explanation 
of the concept. It has also spawned a lot of 
spinoff hashtags under the monthly challenges 
such as #teacher5adaymflmarch, where 
users worked on their foreign languages, as 
well as the brilliant #teacher5adaybuddybox 
scheme, where teachers pair up to send each 
other wellbeing parcels. I have blogged about 
this here.

The #wellbeing hashtag is not exclusively 
used for school staff wellbeing and so can 
give a broader range of tweets on the 
general subject of wellbeing, while the 
#teacherwellbeing hashtag is focussed just 
on teachers and also has a lot of Australian 
users. Australia has been more focussed on the 
teacher wellbeing than the UK and a lot of 
great ideas can be found there!

Sam Collins
schoolwell.co.uk
@samschoolstuff
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